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We study atom losses associated to a previously unreported magnetic Feshbach resonance in
potassium 39. This resonance is peculiar in that it presents d-wave character both in the open
and in the closed channels, directly coupled by the dominant spin-exchange interaction. The losses
associated to a d-wave open-channel resonance present specific signatures such as strong tempera-
ture dependance and anisotropic line shapes. The resonance strength and position depend on the
axial projection of the orbital angular momentum of the system and are extracted from rigorous
multichannel calculations. A two-step model, with an intermediate collision complex being ejected
from the trap after collisions with free atoms, permits to reproduce the observed dependance of the
loss rate as a function of temperature and magnetic field.

PACS numbers: 34.50.Cx, 67.85.-d

Ultra-cold atoms are many-body quantum systems
that offer great control and versatility [1]. Feshbach res-
onances allow in particular the interatomic interaction to
be accurately controlled [2]. Such resonances occur when
the kinetic energy of two colliding particles in an open
channel becomes close to the energy of a bound state
in a closed channel potential. Experimentally, Feshbach
resonances in atomic collisions are typically induced and
controlled using a variable magnetic field, relying on the
different magnetic moment of two free atoms and of the
resonant molecular state. The main parameter charac-
terizing the interations at ultra-low temperatures (typ-
ically below 1µK), the s-wave scattering length a, can
thus be made to vary and accurately controlled. These
features have permitted the production of weakly bound
molecules for large and positive a [3–8], the study of the
BEC-BCS crossover with fermions [10–12], and the study
of resonantly interacting Bose gases [13–15].

In the case of spin-exchange interactions between open
and closed collision channels, the coupling is isotropic
and the orbital angular momentum is conserved. How-
ever, other types of coupling such as the dipolar spin-spin
interaction are anisotropic and the orbital momentum
can change. For example, d-wave or g-wave resonances,
where d and g refer to the symmetry of the bound state
have been reported for collisions in the s-wave [2, 16, 17].
Higher partial wave collisions in the entrance channel
can also become resonant at higher energies. These res-
onances then have specific features and signatures as the
collision rates strongly depends on the collision energy
due to the centrifugal barrier that needs to be overcome.
Feshbach resonances with higher partial waves in the en-
trance channel have been reported in p-waves [18–20] and
also in d-waves [21–23]. A d-wave shape resonance was
also discovered in 41K [24]. Close to these resonances
for fermions, high-order-wave pairing is expected, while
p-wave and d-wave pairing plays a key role in superfluid
liquid 3He [25] or in d-wave Hi-Tc superconductors [26].

For bosons, molecular condensates of rotating molecules
are predicted [27]. Progresses in these directions have
been hindered by the importance of losses and points to-
ward the need for a quantitative understanding of losses
in the vicinity of the resonances.

In this paper, we report on the observation and quanti-
tative analysis of a previously unreported Feshbach res-
onance in potassium 39, that has d-wave character in
both the open and the closed channel. We measure and
quantitatively model the associated losses as a function
of magnetic field and temperature. The observed features
clearly indicate the d-wave nature of the incoming open
channel.

Due to the d-wave multiplicity (l = 2,ml =
−2,−1, 0, 1, 2), the resonance is actually composed of
five closely-spaced resonances, with the components with
the same |ml| almost exactly degenerate. The posi-
tion, strength and inelastic loss rates associated to each
of these two body resonances are extracted from mul-
tichannel calculations based on the collision model de-
veloped in [28]. Our experimental results can then
be quantitatively compared with theoretical predictions
from a two step model with first reversible molecule for-
mation and second inelastic losses due to atom-molecule
collisions and molecule relaxation. We are able to re-
produce both the magnitude and the shape of the loss
curves as a function of the magnetic field with a single
adjustable parameter , i.e. the collision rate between the
quasi-bound resonant molecules and free atoms. In ad-
dition, resonant direct three-body processes are found to
be unrealistic to explain our data.

We first prepare a cold gas of 39K atoms using
magneto-optical trapping and gray molasses working on
the D1 atomic transition [29]. The atoms are then
loaded in a strongly confining crossed optical trap in the
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 state [30]. Rather than pursuing the
subsequent evaporation at a field of 550G to reach con-
densation, we stop at different trapping powers in order
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T (µK) n0 (1019m−3) f⊥ (Hz) f‖ (Hz)
22 5.7 3130 140
70 3.0 5300 130
140 1.9 7500 138
180 1.8 8660 154

TABLE I. Characteristics of the different samples studied:
the temperature T , the peak density n0, the frequencies of the
dipole crossed trap both in the radial and in the longitudinal
directions f⊥ and f‖. The uncertainties in temperatures and
trapping frequencies are ∼10% . The uncertainties in the
densities ∼ 40% are dominated by the global uncertainty on
atom number calibration which is ∼ 30%.

to prepare thermal gases at different temperatures. The
parameters of the obtained traps and clouds are summa-
rized in table 1 [31].

The magnetic field is ramped down to 408G in 150ms
and subsequently precisely tuned between 408G and
392G in 10ms. The atom number as a function of a vari-
able wait time is then measured by fluorescence imaging
after a few milliseconds time of flight and a sudden switch
off of the magnetic field. The remaining normalized atom
numbers after one second are reported in figure 1 for the
different experimental conditions. A clear loss feature
is observed at 395(1)G indicating a Feshbach resonance.
The loss feature is asymmetric. Moreover, it shifts and
broadens with increasing temperature. These features
are experimental evidences that we are dealing with a
high-order partial wave in the entrance channel.
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FIG. 1. Normalized number of atoms remaining in the trap
after a waiting time of 1 s at different magnetic fields. The
shape of the loss curve is asymmetric and its width increases
with the temperature. (Color online)

In order to be more quantitative, we now observe the
decay curves as a function of time. In figure 2, two exam-
ples of decay curves at 140µK are plotted. Clearly, the
loss rate does increase when approaching the resonance
located at 394G. Experimentally, we find that all curves
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FIG. 2. Decay of the number of atoms for a trapped gas at
140µK for two different magnetic fields. Experimental points
are crosses and fits are solid lines. (Color online)

can be well fitted with a simple three-body plus one-body
loss model

1

N

dN

dt
= −β3N

2 − Γ1b, (1)

where β3 is the fitted three-body rate constant and
Γ1b = 25 s−1 is the background gas one-body collision
loss rate which was measured away from the resonance
and that is constant for all data sets. Although the dy-
namic range and quality of our data is not sufficient to
exclude other types of losses such as two-body, the above
model gives a good estimate of the initial loss rate, which
are the quantity that we latter compare with theory. As-
suming a Boltzmann equilibrium density distribution in
an harmonic trap, the three-body rate coefficientsK3 can
be calculated from the values of β3 [32]

K3 = 3
3
2 β3

( kBT

2πm

)3 1

f4
⊥f

2
‖
, (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and m the atomic
mass.

The evolution of K3 as a function of the magnetic field
is presented on Fig. 3 for each sample. The character-
istics observed in figure 1 are retrieved: an asymmetric
shape and a width increasing with the temperature of
the sample. Such strong temperature dependance is a
consequence of higher partial wave collisions. In polar-
ized bosonic samples, odd-wave collisions are forbidden
due to the symmetrization principle; it is thus realistic
to believe that our observation is linked to a d-wave col-
lision. This interpretation is confirmed theoretically by
the existence of previously unreported d-wave molecular
states coinciding in energy at ∼394G using the scattering
potentials from [28].
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FIG. 3. Measured three-body loss rate K3 as a function of the
magnetic field. The plotted error bars are the uncertainties
estimated from the loss curve fit quality. They do not take
into account the uncertainties related to the initial densities
which may effect the absolute values of K3 up to a factor
of ∼2.5. Ratios of K3 at different temperatures are better
controlled with an uncertainty of ∼ 40%. The continuous
lines are fits according to the model described in the text.
The fitted values of C are 0, 2.7 × 10−17, 6.6 × 10−17, 7.3 ×
10−17 m3.s−1 for the sample with temperatures ranging from
22µK to 180µK. (Color online)

We now turn to a quantitative comparison with the
theoretical expectations for losses associated to the d-
wave resonances. In the following, we will use the two-
step model described in [21, 33], each step involving two-
body collisions. During the first step, two atoms collide
and are coupled to a molecular quasi-bound state K2(m)
in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance:

K +K
Γel

←→ K2(m), (3)

with ~Γel the energy elastic width. As will be described
below in more details, Γel is a quantity linked to two-
body physics and it can be accurately calculated. The
process is reversible as the resonant molecular state is
trapped. Then the molecules may collide with a third
atom, forming a deeply bound dimer K2(d) and releasing
a large amount of energy :

K2(m) +K
Γd−→ K2(d) +K (4)

In this case, all three atoms involved are lost from the
trap. The energy scale ~Γd associated to the molecular
lifetime is set by the inelastic collision with the surround-
ing atoms

~Γd(n) = ~Cn, (5)

where n is the atomic density and C is an atom-molecule
collision parameter. Unlike two-body parameters, it is

theoretically more difficult to predict. C is not expected
to show a magnetic field dependence as the relaxation
process is non-resonant. However C is expected to vary
significantly with the atom-molecule collision energy and
thus with the temperature in particular due to contribu-
tions from higher order partial waves [34].

In this framework and ignoring non resonant scattering
the collisional cross section σ(k) can be represented in the
Breit-Wigner form [33] :

σ(k) =
π

k2

~2Γel(ε)Γd(n)

(ε− εres)2 + ~2

4 (Γel(ε) + Γd(n))
2 , (6)

where k is the collision relative wave-vector, ε = ~2k2

m
the collision energy, and εres the energy location of the
Feshbach resonance.

This model was previously used to explain the loss be-
havior in the vicinity of the d-wave open channel reso-
nance in chromium. In that case a l = 0 molecule was
coupled to a unique incoming d-wave by the spin dipole
interaction, which is relatively strong in chromium [21].
In our case the situation is more complicated. Our res-
onant state has angular momentum l = 2 and there are
thus five participating weakly bound molecular states
that differ by their orbital angular momentum projec-
tion. If we ignore at first the weak spin-spin interaction,
the axial projection of the total hyperfine angular mo-
mentum ~f = ~Fa + ~Fb on the magnetic field as well as
the orbital angular momentum ~l are exactly conserved.
In this approximation each metastable state has exactly
good quantum labels {mf , l,ml} and would decay to a
unique spherical wave with the same set of quantum num-
bers via the spin-exchange interaction.

The presence of the dipolar interaction slightly compli-
cates the picture, though still in a perturbative fashion.
In fact, the anisotropic character of the dipolar coupling
breaks the separate conservation of mf and ~̀ such that
only the axial projection M of the total, orbital plus hy-
perfine, angular momentum remains exactly conserved.
However, since spin-spin mixing with energetically dis-
tant states is very weak, the resonant molecular state
retains to excellent approximation mf and ml as good
quantum number. In general this does not hold in a
weak magnetic field, where states with different projec-
tions ofmf are nearly degenerate; see e.g. Ref. [35]. Note
that in our polarized sample the incoming state for the
collision as well as the resonant states have mf = −2.
Since at our temperatures only partial waves up to l = 2
contribute significantly to the collision, the relevant total
angular momenta range from M = −4 to M = 0. The
spin-spin interaction also introduces two-body losses to
lower energy atomic states, which, in addition to three-
body processes, further reduce the lifetime around the
resonance.

Position, coupling strengths and inelastic losses can be
predicted very precisely based on a quantum multichan-
nel model comprising the molecular potentials, hyperfine
structure, and dipolar interaction [28]. Calculations have
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been performed as a function of total energy ε and mag-
netic field B in symmetry blocks labeled by the total axial
angular momentum M , that will henceforth be explicitly
indicated.
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FIG. 4. Partial decay widths of a l = 2 resonance to the
{αin, l = 2} (dashed line), {αin, l = 0} (dotted line) elastic
collision channels as a function of the resonance position. The
total inelastic width (dash-dotted line) and the full width (full
line) are also shown (see text for details). Calculation is for
total magnetic quantum number M = −2.

In order to extract from the numerical calculation the
partial widths for dissociation into different channels we
adopt the time delay operator, defined in terms of the
full scattering matrix as [36]

QM (ε) = i~SM
dS†M
dε

. (7)

The computational details are too long to convey here,
we simply mention that the energy derivatives of the S
matrix are obtained analytically in the framework of the
spectral element representation of the Hamiltonian [37].

The diagonal terms of QM correspond to the average
time delay experienced during a collision starting in a
given channel, whereas its eigenvalues qi are associated
with the lifetime of metastable states of the molecular
system. Large eigenlifetimes, namely such that qi � ~/ε
correspond to long-lived resonant states [36]. In particu-
lar, near an isolated resonance occurring away from en-
ergy thresholds the maximum eigenvalue of the lifetime
operator with eigenvector vM (ε) exhibits a Lorentzian
dependence on collision energy

qmax
M (ε) =

~2γM
(ε− εres

M )2 + ~2γ2
M/4

, (8)

with ~γM = ~/qmax
M (εres

M ) the total energy width.
As discussed in Ref. [38], when the resonance occurs

at low energy the collision lifetime will in general be
distorted from the simple Lorentzian profile due to en-
ergy threshold effects embedded in γ and εres. In the
present case however the considered resonances are suf-
ficiently narrow that the energy variation of such pa-
rameters over the resonance width can be ignored and

Eq. (8) remains accurate. Moreover, it can be shown that
the decay probability into a specific channel {α, l,ml} is
given by the squared eigenvector component Pαlml

M =

|vαlml

M (εres
M )|2 [36]. The partial width on resonance is

then γαlml

M = Pαlml

M γM . For notational convenience we
will let αin the internal quantum numbers of the collid-
ing atoms, namely, in the case of our polarized sample,
αin = {Fa = 1,mFa = −1, Fb = 1,mFb = −1}.

At the temperatures of the current experiment, the
energy dependence of the partial width essentially de-
pends on the centrifugal barrier in the exit channel. For
a channel at threshold with angular momentum l this be-
havior amounts to the Wigner law γαlml

M ∼ εl+1/2. We
find it convenient to express such scaling law in the form
~γαlml

M = AlM εvdW(ε/εvdW)l+1/2, with AlM a dimension-
less coefficient, εvdW = kB × 1.06 mK the characteristic
energy of the van der Waals potential for potassium [2].
Decay to deeper inelastic channels is weakly dependent
on collision energy on the µK scale. Note that decay to
the s-wave is only possible for M = −2, the other M
projections are only coupled to elastic d-wave channels
or to inelastic channels. The M = −4 resonant compo-
nent represents an exception in that it can only decay
to {αin, l = 2,ml = −2} since no competing inelastic
channels exist for this M value.

Based on the partial widths, we define a total two-body
elastic width to access the resonance state from channel
αin

~ΓelM = ~
∑
`ml

γαin`ml

M (9)

and an inelastic one to leave the resonance by two-body
decay towards all energetically open channels but the in-
coming one :

~ΓinelM = ~
∑
α 6=αin

∑
`ml

γα`ml

M . (10)

The threshold behavior is confirmed by inspection of
Fig. 4, that depicts the elastic and inelastic partial widths
for the sample value M = −2. Note that the total width
is mostly controlled by the elastic {αin, l = 2,ml} chan-
nel for energies above few tenths of µK. We have checked
that the dipolar interaction has a negligible influence on
the decay rate for such elastic decay pathway thus con-
firming that it proceeds by spin-exchange [40]. On the
converse, coupling to the s-wave {αin, l = 0,ml = 0}
solely results from the weak spin-spin interaction but also
gives a minor contribution to the total resonance width.
Inelastic decay is dominant at small energies . 10µK
but overall is a slow process since our initial state is sta-
ble under spin-exchange and only decays through weak
magnetic dipolar interactions. The inelastic width is oth-
erwise weakly dependent on energy.

Quantitative resonance parameters extracted from the
time-delay formalism for each M can be found in ta-
ble 2. The table also contains the zero-energy magnetic
field location of the multiplet components, related to the
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M Bres
M (G) Al=2

M ~Γinel
M /kB(ε→ 0)(µK)

-4 394.35 0.20 0
-3 394.50 0.20 1.51× 10−3

-2 394.54 0.20 8.58× 10−3

-1 394.50 0.20 1.33× 10−2

0 394.35 0.20 1.05× 10−2

TABLE II. Resonance parameters of the d-wave resonance multiplet resolved for total angular momentum M . The zero-energy
magnetic field location Bres

M of the resonance, the coefficient Al
M of the threshold expansion of the ` = 2 elastic width, and the

inelastic width Γinel
M computed at the threshold energy of the incoming atoms are shown (see text).

resonance energy by εres
M = δµ(B − Bres

M ), with δµ the
relative magnetic moment of the resonant state with re-
spect to the separated atoms. The latter depends on the
internal spin structure of the metastable molecule and
its magnitude δµ = 60 µK/G is to very good approxima-
tion independent of the particular multiplet component
considered. Note that the ` = 2 partial width coefficient
A`M is also essentially independent of M , as it can be
expected according to the approximate conservation of ~l
for weak anisotropic interactions.

Using the previous considerations, introducing the sum
over independent resonance components we can define
two Breit-Wigner cross sections

σd(k) =
∑
M

π~2ΓelM (ε)Γd(n)/k2

(ε− εres
M )2 + ~2

4

(
ΓelM (ε) + Γd(n) + ΓinelM

)2
(11)

σinel(k) =
∑
M

π~2ΓelM (ε)ΓinelM /k2

(ε− εres
M )2 + ~2

4

(
ΓelM (ε) + Γd(n) + ΓinelM

)2 ,
(12)

where σd(k) corresponds to losses induces by atom-
molecule collision and σinel(k) corresponds to losses in-
duced by molecule inelastic relaxation. Here, we have
assumed for simplicity that Γd(n) is independent of M
as we do not expect very different values of the relax-
ation toward deeply bound states. The atom loss rate at
temperature T can then be calculated by averaging over
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of atoms. Similarly
to the work on chromium [21] we assume that the reso-
nance widths ~(ΓelM + Γd + ΓinelM ) are much smaller than
the temperatures such that the denominator of the cross-
sections can be replaced by a Dirac δ-function. However,
in contrast to the approximation done in the chromium
paper, in order to properly account for our data we do not
assume any relation between Γel,Γd and ΓinelM . The re-
sulting initial loss rate can be formulated as an effective
three body coefficient Kth

3 which depends on the local
density n (and thus also incorporate two-body losses)

Kth
3 =

(4π~2/m

kbT

) 3
2
∑
M

ΓelM (3C + 2ΓinelM /n)

ΓelM + ΓinelM + Cn
e−ε

res
M /kbT ,

(13)
where the factor 2 and 3 originates from the number of
lost atoms in each processes. In the regime Γel � Cn�

Γinel, Kth
3 is then independent of density and correspond

to a three-body loss behavior. In order to compare with
the experimental finding, we calculate the initial loss rate
by integration over the trap volume. The comparison as
a fonction of magnetic field for the different temperature
data sets is rather presented in terms of K3 calculated as
if there were only three-body losses as in the experimental
fits (see Fig. 3).

The only unknown parameters are C values, which we
fit to our data sets at each temperature independently.
We are able to reproduce to a relatively good accuracy
the experimental loss curves as shown in figure 3. In
particular, both the overall shape of each curve as well
as the scaling between different temperature data sets
are respected. The fact that experimental data close to
resonance are always below theoretical expectations can
be understood: For these points, the initial loss rates are
larger than the longitudinal trap frequencies and the high
density region of the trap are quickly depleted reducing
the losses. The hypothesis of thermal equilibrium is no
longer valid.

The values of the fitted C parameters are given in the
figure caption. The results are sensitive to the calibra-
tion of the atom number and thus to a global scaling of
the densities. If the densities are underestimated by 40%,
thus giving smaller values of K3 the fitted value C tend
to zero. This is not really realistic as in this case, the
scalings between the different temperature data sets are
not as well reproduced. On the contrary, if the densities
are overestimated by 40%, leading to higher values of K3,
the fits are as good with values of C that are higher by
a factor up to 4. At 22µK, the data are best fitted by
pure two-body inelastic losses (i.e. C = 0) but a value
C of the order of 10−17 m3.s−1 is also within experimen-
tal uncertainties. The fitted values of C can be com-
pared to the universal rates described in [34] assuming
full reactivity at short range. Taking an atom-molecule
C6 coefficient equal to twice the atom-atom C6, we calcu-
late a universal value for s-wave reactions∼1.2×10−16 m3

s−1 which is indeed of a similar scale as the experimen-
tal finding. Moreover, the observed increasing values of
C as a function of temperature a result that is robust
against a global error on the atom number calibration
can be expected from p-wave atom-molecule collisions
that have been shown to contribute significantly at our
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energies [34].
The above loss model is able to accurately repro-

duce our experimental finding with realistic values of the
atom-molecule inelastic collision rates which are the only
parameters. Nevertheless, one may wonder about the
possibility to fit our data with direct three-body relax-
ation, which is another decay mechanism close to a d-
wave resonance [39], for example put forward to explain
losses close to a d-wave resonance in Erbium [22]. At
180muK, the unitary three-body loss coefficient [14] is
2.4×10−38m6.s−1 (including a factor 5 due to the res-
onance multiplicity), a value comparable to our exper-
imental measurement. However, the abrupt increase of
losses as a function of magnetic field, together with the
losses increasing with temperature are not consistent
with a unitary limited regime. We indeed find that it
is not possible to reproduce our data (both in magni-
tude and shape) with resonant three-body processes as
described in [22]. Such processes are thus probably not
significantly contributing to our observed losses.

In conclusion, we have studied a d-wave resonance at
394 G in potassium 39 in the |1,−1〉 hyperfine state. The
dependance of atomic losses as a function of tempera-
ture and magnetic field proves that the molecular states
are coupled to a d-wave open channel. More precisely,
the five components of the incoming d-wave channel are

isotropically coupled through spin exchange to five dif-
ferent molecular states with d-wave symmetry and very
close in energy. The coupling to these states have been
calculated theoretically. With realistic values of the col-
lision rate between molecular states and free atoms as
a function of energy, we can reproduce the values of the
loss rates as a function of magnetic field and temperature.
Our results permit to precise the type of loss processes
close to d-wave Feshbach resonances and could lead to in-
teresting developments toward the observation of d-wave
pairing for fermions and of strongly interacting d-wave
superfluid Bose gases [27]. Our results indicate the need
to work at a low density in order to avoid molecule-atom
relaxation.
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